PTFA Meeting 30/04/13
Present H Coker, S O’Connor ,D Gliddon ,C Whatley ,K Robertson, R
Palmer ,M Grindrod, S Stone , C Becher, H Barham , R Cornish , K Ives ,C
Peppe

APPOLOGIES K Kirby, S Hooper , A Bradford , A Pendry, P Smith

Minutes of last meeting … minutes were checked and
signed by sally .

Matters Arising Well done on winning the scooter pod , there will
be a photo shoot soon .
The music eve was a success … Thank you to all involved
100 club … H Coker reported that we have 53 names at present so it was
decided to try for more names at the May Fayre
And to make the first drawer at the end of May , still looking to having a
bumper drawer in Dec .
On line payments .. there have been a few problems with this , but will
be in place in the near future .

Treasurer’s Report
Current Account @ 30/04/13 … £2702.03
Deposit Account @ 30/04 /13 .. £ 232.31

Headteachers report

Disco was a great success with 66 children , paying on the door was good
and also it was thought that holding it during the lighter nights was better
.The music eve was good … the venue was good and lots of help from
Rugby club and Lloyd Williams . Next year the music eve will be at the
Tacchi Morris Centre on the last Thursday of spring term.
Thank you to Nick Coker for the new pole, it is looking good with the new
braides .
Admissions for September are high .. there were 26 applicants for 16
places .. there will be 96 on the register for September .
PTFA notice board is not noticeable enough …. We need to find a more
noticeable place , it was suggested that the Bike it plus board could be
used when that has finished .
The big project for this year will be the canopy for the early years garden ,
the first quote came in at £7.612 + vat for 5mx 5m section . We will be
getting 3 Quotes .

Forthcoming events
May Fayre … This was discussed at length … Sally is going to chase up
more helpers ..
Car parking marshalls needed ( Parking in field ) H barham is going to ask
the scouts if they could help …. (They have offered to help.)
Helen Coker will help to run the cake stall and ask for cakes to be made .
Posters to be sent out .
K Robertson and K Kirby will sort the coconuts .
Ceri Whatley will sort the floats £ 3.oo each .
Office will sort the prize money .

Setting up at 9 30 am …….. Mr Gliddon asked for plenty of help in clearing
away at the end .
Penny will sort the lunch , Andrew has offered to get the wine for the
lunch .
Sally is going to get flowers x 2 for the High Sherriff and her helper .
Helen c will send letters out to the stall holders explaining what they
need to do .

Next Meeting Thursday 6th June 2013

